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The month of May saw the anticipated return of volatility to the equity markets. The S&P 500 declined
over 6% for the month. That still leaves markets up year-to-date, but below last September’s high. While
equities are still searching for a hard bottom, a good deal of the tide has gone out at this point.
The two tables shown illustrate the market internals we follow daily. These internals are measures of
sentiment that are highly efficient at extremes. Quite simply, these measurements are demonstrating
how much fear and greed is priced into the market. As these indicators become extremely oversold, they
turn green and when overbought they turn red.
A Screaming Buy

Table 1 shows the
massive selloff that
took place in December
2018, while Table 2
shows an oversold May
– but not as dramatic
as we saw in late
December.

Sources: Fairleads Strategies, LLC; Bloomberg Finance LP.
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A Maturing Market
Pullback
The market’s internal
measures are
sending an oversold
“buy” signal, with
extreme readings
from measures of
breadth, leadership,
and sentiment.
Importantly, the
overbought reading
from the CNN Fear &
Greed Index in April
has been reversed,
which increases the
likelihood of a nearterm rebound.
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